Political Spectrum: French Revolution

Republic
- Jacobins
- Marat
- Robespierre
- Danton
- Sans-Cullotes

Constitutional Monarchy
- Lafayette (noble who helped write “Declaration of Man”)
- Talleyrand (liberal clergy)

Conservative
- Madame Roland
- Girondists
- Charlotte Corday

Limited Monarchy
- Emigres nobles and clergy

Absolute Monarchy
- Divine Right

Left Wing
- overthrow and start over
- opposes King and idea of monarchy
- wants sweeping changes in government
- power to communicate on people
- willing to use violence

Liberal
- more solutions to problem
- gradual democratic change

Middle
- centrist
- compromise
- some changes in government but not like liberal or radical
- no extreme views

Right Wing
- likes the way it is; remain the same
- limited monarchy
- want few changes
- keep “status quo”

Radical
- more solutions to problem
- gradual democratic change

Moderate
- centrist
- compromise
- some changes in government but not like liberal or radical
- no extreme views

Limited Monarchy
- Emigres nobles and clergy

Absolute Monarchy
- Divine Right

reactionary
- return to the past
- opposes all change
- willing to use violence